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FOKKO DU CLOUX
1. INTRODUCTION
Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system, and let ≤ denote the Bruhat ordering on W (see e.g., [7,
Section 5.9] for a definition). A remarkable property of the Bruhat ordering is the following:
let x < y in W and s ∈ S be such that l(sx) > l(x), l(sy) < l(y); then the interval between
x and y is stable under left multiplication by s. This property is the key to the determination
of the Mo¨bius function of W by Verma [10], and is shown by Deodhar [3] to characterize the
Bruhat ordering on W .
Our starting point has been the desire to understand, in the above situation, the relation
between the posets [x, sy] and [x, y], and between [x, sy] and [sx, y]. It turns out that the
properties of the involution s acting on [x, y], and also the properties of the partially defined
restriction of s to [x, sy], may be nicely axiomatized. These are the compression and exten-
sion labellings defined in Section 2, leading to the two fundamental constructions of extension
and shift; although at first sight compression labellings appear to be a much more restrictive
concept than extension labellings, Theorem 2.15 establishes a bijective correspondence be-
tween extension labellings in length n and compression labellings in length n + 1. Then we
consider the class of all posets obtainable from the trivial poset through a sequence of such
operations, and call them accessible. We show that these are always eulerian, and that their
dual posets label a regular cell decomposition of a simplicial ball (Theorem 3.5). In Section 4,
we outline a procedure for the systematic enumeration of accessible posets.
The final sections relate to a question posed by Dyer: is it true that the Kazhdan–Lusztig
polynomial Pxy (cf. [8] or [7, Section 7.9]) depends only on the isomorphism type of [x, y]
as a poset? It is known that this would follow from the analogous property for the so-called
R-polynomials (cf. Section 6), which are of a much simpler nature. Thus, it would be tempt-
ing to try to define an R-polynomial for each accessible poset P , in such a way that the
appropriate recursion formulas hold under our extension and shift operations. Although this
is not possible in full generality (cf. see the example in 6.10), it is perhaps possible to reach
such a definition if certain operations are excluded which lead to posets proved by Dyer to
be impossible as Bruhat intervals; this leads to the concept of Dyer-admissible shifts and
Dyer-accessible posets in Section 6. We prove that everything works nicely for a particular
class of posets which we call adihedral (cf. Section 5), recovering in the process the result of
Brenti’s [2] stating that for an adihedral Bruhat interval [x, y] the Kazhdan–Lusztig polyno-
mial Pxy is equal to the Stanley g-polynomial g([x, y]◦) of the dual interval (thus answering
Dyer’s question positively in this case).
It is a pleasure to thank the referee for a number of useful comments and suggestions. In
particular, the reformulation of Definition 6.5 in Remark 6.6 is due to him, as is the proof
of the theorem in 6.14 along the lines of Kazhdan and Lusztig’s original paper [8]. He also
pointed out that the results in Sections 3–5 extend readily (by a suitable use of duality) to
the class of posets obtainable from the trivial poset through a finite sequence of left or right
shifts and extensions; one advantage of this larger class is that it is stable under duality. A
large supply of examples in this class arises from intervals in the twisted Bruhat orderings
considered by Dyer in [6].
All the posets shown in the figures in this paper are represented by their Hasse diagrams
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FIGURE 1.
drawn from left to right. Usually, the vertices will carry plus or minus labels; we have repre-
sented plus labels in the pictures by open dots and minus labels by solid dots.
2. LABELLINGS
2.1. We begin by fixing some terminology. All the posets considered in this paper will be
finite. For any poset P , and any x ≤ y in P , we denote by [x, y] the interval between x and y,
i.e., [x, y] = {z ∈ P | x ≤ z ≤ y}. We say that y covers x , if x < y and there is no z ∈ P such
that x < z < y. A chain in P is just a subset of P which is totally ordered under the order
induced from P . A poset P is called graded of length n ≥ 0, if all maximal chains in P are of
length n. Then there is a unique length function on P , defined by l(y) = 0 if y ∈ P is minimal,
and l(y) = l(x)+1 if y covers x . We denote bywnp the number of elements in P whose length
is equal to n, and define the Euler characteristic χ(P) by χ(P) = ∑n(−1)nwnp. If x < y
in P , the elements in [x, y] covering x (resp. covered by y) will be called the atoms (resp.
coatoms) of [x, y]. We say that a subset D of P is decreasing (resp. increasing) if y ∈ D,
x ≤ y (resp. x ≥ y) imply x ∈ D; it is clear that the complement of a decreasing subset is
increasing, and vice versa.
A graded poset P is called eulerian [9, Section 3.14], if it has a smallest element 0 and a
largest element 1, and if for each x < y in P we have χ([x, y]) = 0 (this is equivalent to
the condition that the Mo¨bius function µP be given by the formula µP (x, y) = (−1)l([x,y])).
In particular, if for any n ≥ 0 we denote by Bn the boolean lattice of rank n, then we see
immediately that a eulerian poset of length 1 has just 2 elements, viz., 0, 1, and is therefore
isomorphic to B1, and a eulerian poset of length 2 has exactly four elements, viz., 0, 1, and
two elements of length 1, and is isomorphic to B2. Notice that a eulerian poset of length > 0
has as many elements of even length as of odd length, hence has an even number of elements.
Since the posets that we will be interested in in this paper will turn out to be automatically
eulerian, we have restricted ourselves to this setting from the outset, although several of the
definitions and results in this first section could have been formulated a bit more generally.
2.2. For each n ≥ 0, we define the dihedral poset of length n to be the graded poset Dn
which possesses one element in lengths 0 and n, two elements in length j for each 0 < j < n,
and for which each element of length j , j > 0, is comparable to each element of length j−1.
The Hasse diagram of Dn , drawn from left to right, is shown in Figure 1.
The posets Dn will play an important role in the following, both as examples and for theo-
retical reasons. It is easy to check that they are eulerian (remark that any subinterval of Dn is
again dihedral).
2.3. We define an (admissible) labelling of a eulerian poset P to be a function τ : P →
{+,−} satisfying the following axioms:
(A) If τ(x) = +, then there is at most one atom z of [x, 1] such that τ(z) = −;
(A′) If τ(x) = −, then there is at most one coatom z of [0, x] such that τ(z) = +.
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FIGURE 2.
For example, the two constant functions P → {+,−} are always admissible labellings. If τ is
a labelling, then −τ is a labelling of the dual poset P◦ of P; we call this the dual labelling of
τ and denote it by τ ◦. It is clear that the restriction of a labelling to a subinterval of P again
induces an admissible labelling on the subinterval.
For reasons that will become apparent in the following, we say that a labelling τ of P is
a right (resp. left) extension labelling if τ (0) = τ(1) = +, (resp. τ (0) = τ(1) = −);
we say that τ is a compression labelling if τ(0) = +, τ(1) = −. Clearly the dual of a
compression labelling is again a compression labelling (of the dual poset), whereas the dual
of a left (resp. right) extension labelling on P is a right (resp. left) extension labelling on P◦.
Figure 2 shows an example of a compression labelling on the dihedral poset D3 (recall our
drawing conventions at the end of the introduction), and the corresponding extension labelling
on the boxed subinterval B2.
PROPOSITION 2.4. If τ is a compression labelling of P, then in the two conditions (A) and
(A′) above we may replace ‘at most one’ by ‘exactly one’.
PROOF. By induction on the length of P , it is enough to prove that there is an atom of P
labelled minus and a coatom of P labelled plus. When l(P) = 1 this is trivial. Consider now
the case where l(P) = 2. Since the two elements x in P of length one are both atoms and
coatoms of P , they cannot both be labelled plus by (A′), and they cannot both be labelled
minus by (A); hence one of them must be labelled plus and the other minus, which is what
we wanted to prove.
Assume now that l(P) > 2. Let x be an atom of P . If τ(x) = −, we are done. Otherwise, τ
induces a compression labelling on [x, 1]. From the induction hypothesis, there exists at least
one atom y in [x, 1] such that τ(y) = −. However, this means that τ induces a compression
labelling on [0, y], and this is an interval of length two; hence from what we have already
seen, one of the two atoms of [0, y] has to be labelled minus, and we are done. A similar
reasoning may be applied to the coatoms. 2
2.5. To any compression labelling τ of P , we associate an involution s of the set P , as
follows: if τ(x) = +, we define s(x) to be the unique atom y in [x, 1] such that τ(y) = −;
if τ(x) = −, we define s(x) to be the unique coatom y in [0, x] such that τ(y) = +. Clearly
s reverses the signs of the labels and the parity of the lengths; in particular this proves that
in a compression labelling, there are as many elements labelled plus as there are elements
labelled minus. We say that s is the compression of P defined by τ . We will usually write
the compression s as an action of Z/2Z, omitting the parentheses. Note that our axioms for
compression labellings may be easily shown to be equivalent (at least in the eulerian case) to
the ‘Z -property’ introduced by Deodhar [3] in the case of Coxeter groups, and considered for
general posets in Dyer’s thesis [4, Section 5.15].
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If c = s(1) and a = s(0), we will sometimes say that s compresses P onto [0, c] on the
right, or onto [a, 1] on the left; c (resp. a) will be called the compression coatom (resp. atom)
of the labelling. It is also clear that τ induces a right extension labelling on [0, c] and a left
extension labelling on [a, 1]. The compression labelling τ (or the compression s) is called
trivial if a  c.
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let τ be a compression labelling on P, s the corresponding compres-
sion, and let x < y in P be such that τ(x) = +, τ(y) = −. Then [x, y] is stable under s, and
the restriction of s to [x, y] is the compression corresponding to the labelling induced by τ on
[x, y].
PROOF. The second part is obvious from the definitions, and implies the first. 2
COROLLARY. Let a and c be the compression atom and coatom of P respectively. Then
a ≤ x for all x ∈ P such that τ(x) = −, x ≤ c for all x ∈ P such that τ (x) = +.
PROOF. Consider for instance the case where τ(x) = −. Then [0, x] is s-stable, hence
a = s(0) ≤ x . 2
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let τ be a trivial compression labelling on P (cf. 2.5), a and c the
corresponding compression atom and coatom. Then P is isomorphic to the graded product of
Q = [0, c] with B1, and s induces a poset isomorphism from [0, c] to [a, 1].
PROOF. Let P+ (resp. P−) be the set of x ∈ P such that τ(x) = + (resp. τ (x) = −),
and let us show that P+ = [0, c], P− = [a, 1]. For this it will be enough to show that P+ is
a decreasing subset of P (its complement P− will then be increasing). However, if x ∈ P+,
and y ≤ x , we must have y ∈ P+, for otherwise a ≤ y ≤ x ≤ c by the previous corollary,
contradicting the assumption on τ . So P+ and P− are as claimed.
However, s then induces a bijection from [0, c] to [a, 1]. If y covers x in [0, c], then [x, sy]
is an s-stable interval of length two in P by Proposition 2.6, so sx is a coatom in this interval,
any sy covers sx . By the same reasoning, if y covers x in [a, 1], then sy covers sx in [0, c].
So s is a poset isomorphism from [0, c] to [a, 1].
If Q = [0, c], we define a graded bijection ϕ from Q × B1 to P by setting ϕ(x, 0) = x ,
ϕ(x, 1) = sx for all x ∈ Q. To show that ϕ is a poset isomorphism it is enough to show that
for all x in Q and t ∈ B1, ϕ induces a bijection from the coatoms of [0, (x, t)] in Q × B1
to the coatoms of [0, ϕ(x, t)] in P . This is clear when t = 0, for then everything takes place
in Q. When t = 1, the coatoms of [0, (x, 1)] are (x, 0) and the elements (z, 1), where z runs
through the coatoms of [0, x]. On the other side, we know that [0, sx] has a single coatom
labelled plus, viz., x ; the other coatoms are therefore the coatoms of [a, sx], which correspond
bijectively through s to the coatoms of [0, x]. 2
EXAMPLE 2.8. Let P1 and P2 be two eulerian posets, and let us classify all compression
labellings τ on P = P1× P2 in terms of the compression labellings on each factor. Any atom
of P is either of the form (z1, 0), with z1 an atom of P1, or of the form (0, z2), with z2 an
atom of P2; without loss of generality we may assume that the compression atom a is of the
form (a1, 0). Then all the atoms of the subinterval {0}× P2 of P have a plus label; this implies
immediately that τ(0, x2) = + for all x2 ∈ P2, and in particular that τ(0, 1) = +. But then
the subinterval P1 × {1} of P carries a compression labelling, which shows in particular that
the compression coatom of P is of the form (c1, 1) for some coatom c1 of P1. This in turn
implies that all the coatoms of {1} × P2 carry a minus label, which is possible only if the
labelling is uniformly equal to minus on this subinterval, so that τ (1, 0) = −.
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So we conclude that the subinterval P1 × {0} carries a compression labelling, which we
identify with a compression labelling τ1 on P1. Let us show that τ is completely defined by
τ1 through the formula τ(x1, x2) = τ1(x1). Indeed, if x1 ∈ P1 is labelled plus by τ1, there
is already a y1 in P1 covering x1 which is labelled minus. Hence all the atoms of [(x1, 0), 1]
not in P1 × {0}, which are also the atoms of the interval {x1} × P2, carry a plus label. As
before, this implies that τ(x1, x2) = + for all x2 ∈ P2. So now we have already one half
of the elements of P carrying a plus label; the other half, which are the (x1, x2) such that
τ1(x1) = −, must carry a minus label, proving our claim.
2.9. Now assume that we are given an arbitrary (right, say) extension labelling on P . We
will construct from this datum a new eulerian poset P˜ , such that l(P˜) = l(P)+ 1, and a com-
pression labelling on P˜ , extending τ , such that the corresponding compression compresses P˜
onto P on the right.
First of all we define the compression zone of τ to be the set
D = {x ∈ P | ∃z ≥ x, τ (z) = −}.
It is clear that if x is any maximal element in D, then τ induces a compression labelling on
[0, x], and gluing together the corresponding compressions yields a well-defined involution s
on D. In particular, we have χ(D) = 0.
Now we define P˜ as a graded set by
P˜ = P
∐
(P \ D) [1]
where (P \ D)[1] denotes the graded set P \ D (the complement of D in P), shifted in degree
by one. We extend the labelling τ to P˜ by setting τ ≡ − on (P \ D)[1]. We also extend the
compression s to an involution on the whole of P˜ by letting s exchange each x ∈ P \ D with
the corresponding element in (P \ D)[1].
Since P˜ is already a graded set, to define a graded ordering on P˜ such that the grading of P˜
is also given by the corresponding length function, it is enough to give for each x ∈ P˜ such
that l(x) > 0, the set of coatoms of [0, x]; if l(x) = k, then this set of coatoms may be chosen
to be an arbitrary non-empty subset of the set of elements of length k − 1 in P˜ . If x ∈ P , then
we define the coatoms of [0, x] in P˜ to be the coatoms of [0, x] in P . If y = sx ∈ (P \ D)[1],
then the coatoms of [0, y] in P˜ will be x , and all the elements of the form sz′, where z′ is
a coatom of [0, x] (in P) such that τ(z′) = +. We remark that the same description can be
given of the coatoms of [0, y], when y = sx is in P and τ(y) = −: indeed, τ then restricts
us to a compression labelling on [0, y], so [0, y] is stable under the involution s, and all the
coatoms z 6= x of [0, y] are labelled minus; but then sz = z′ ≤ x from the previous corollary;
hence z′ is a coatom of [0, x] labelled plus, and conversely it is clear that for any such coatom
z′, sz′ will be a coatom of [0, sx].
Before we are able to prove that the poset P˜ and the extended labelling τ have the desired
properties, we will give a few examples, and prove three preliminary properties.
EXAMPLE 2.10. (a) The trivial right extension labelling is the one for which τ(x) ≡ +.
Then D = ∅, and the description in Section 2.9 shows that P˜ is isomorphic to the
product poset P × B1, where the compression s exchanges (x, 0) and (x, 1) for each
x ∈ P .
(b) The first non-trivial right extension labelling arises when P = B2. Up to isomorphism,
there is only one such labelling, in which one of the elements of length one must be la-
belled plus, the other minus; call them x+, x− respectively. Then we have D = {0, x−},
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P \ D = {x+, 1}, and P˜ has six elements. It is easy to check that, as a poset, P˜ is iso-
morphic to the dihedral interval of length 3, as shown in Figure 2. The three non-trivial
extensions of the boolean lattice B3 are shown in Figure 4 below.(c) Let P = P1 × P2 be a product poset as in Example 2.8. The classification of extension
labellings on P is more complicated than the case of compressions. However, if τ1 is
any extension labelling on P1, the labelling τ defined by τ(x1, x2) = τ1(x1) is always
an extension labelling on P . We call this the product extension labelling corresponding
to τ1. For future reference, we note that the corresponding extension P˜ is canonically
isomorphic to P˜1 × P2, and also that the shifted poset Pτ (cf. 3.1) is canonically iso-
morphic to Pτ1 × P2.
LEMMA 2.11. The subset P \ D is increasing in P, and s induces a poset isomorphism
between P \ D and (P \ D)[1] ⊂ P˜.
PROOF. By definition, D is a decreasing subset in P , hence its complement is increasing.
To show that s defines an order isomorphism, it will suffice to prove that if x ∈ P \ D, and
y ∈ P is such that l(y) = l(x) + 1, then y covers x if and only if sy covers sx . But this is
clear from the definition of the order relation on P˜ . 2
LEMMA 2.12. For any right extension labelling σ on a eulerian poset Q with l(Q) > 0,
there is at least one coatom c of Q such that σ(c) = +.
PROOF. Assume to the contrary. Then the compression zone D contains all the coatoms
of P , hence D = P \ {1}; but this would imply that the cardinality of D is odd, which is
impossible since D contains as many elements labelled plus as elements labelled minus. 2
LEMMA 2.13. Let x < y ∈ P˜ such that τ(x) = +, τ (y) = −. Then [x, y] is s-stable.
PROOF. Notice that when y ∈ P this is just Proposition 2.6; so we will assume in the
following that y /∈ P , and we write y = sy′. We argue by induction on l(y) − l(x) ≥ 1. By
definition of the order relation on P˜, [0, y] has just one coatom labelled plus, viz., y′; hence
if l(y)− l(x) = 1 we must have x = y′, and our contention is clear.
Now assume l(y)−l(x) > 1. First, we will prove that the element y′ = sy belongs to [x, y].
Choose a coatom c of [x, y]. If c = y′, we are done; otherwise, c is of the form sc′, where c′
is a coatom of [0, y′] such that τ(c′) = +; in particular, we have τ(c) = −. But then by the
induction hypothesis [x, c] is s-stable, hence x ≤ c′ < y′ < y, as required. Next, we prove
that x ′ = sx belongs to [x, y] as well. Applying Lemma 2.12 to the interval [x, y′] ⊂ P , we
conclude that there is at least one coatom c′ in this interval such that τ(c′) = +. Let c = sc′,
so that c is a coatom of [0, y], and apply the induction hypothesis to [x, c]: it follows that
x < x ′ ≤ c < y.
To conclude the proof, let z ∈ [x, y] be such that x < z < y; if τ(z) = +, we apply the
induction hypothesis to [z, y]; if τ(z) = −, we apply it to [x, z], to conclude in both cases
that sz ∈ [x, y]. 2
PROPOSITION 2.14. Let x < y ∈ P such that τ(x) = τ(y) = +. Then [x, y ]˜ is canoni-
cally isomorphic to the interval [x, sy] ⊂ P˜.
PROOF. Let us first prove that [x, sy] = [x, y] ∪ s[x, y]. Since τ(sy) = −, we see from
Lemma 2.13 that [x, sy] is s-stable, hence s[x, y] ⊂ [x, sy]. Now let z ∈ [x, sy]. If τ(z) = +,
then from the same lemma [z, sy] is s-stable, hence it must contain s2 y = y, so z ∈ [x, y].
Otherwise, τ(sz) = + and sz ∈ [x, y].
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Now let D[x,y] be the compression zone of the interval [x, y] (note that D[x,y] is included
in, but in general not equal to, D ∩ [x, y]). For z ∈ [x, y], we have sz ∈ [x, y] if and only if
z ∈ D[x,y], so
[x, sy] = [x, y] ∪ s[x, y] = [x, y]
∐
s([x, y] \ D[x,y])
which proves already that we have a canonical isomorphism between [x, sy] and [x, y ]˜ as
graded sets, and that the involution s on [x, sy] maps under this isomorphism onto the invo-
lution s on [x, y ]˜. So to prove the proposition it is enough to show that for any z ∈ [x, sy],
the coatoms of [x, z] in [x, sy] ⊂ P˜ and in [x, y ]˜ are the same. This is clear if z ∈ [x, y].
Otherwise we have τ (z) = −, and z = sz′, where z′ ∈ [x, y], and the coatoms of z in [x, y ]˜
are z′ and all the sc′, where c′ runs through the coatoms of [x, z′] such that τ(c′) = +. On
the other hand, we have seen in Section 2.9 that the coatoms of [0, z] in P˜ are in all cases z′
and the sc′, where c′ runs through the coatoms of [0, z′] such that τ(c′) = +; the additional
condition x ≤ sc′ implies, again from Lemma 2.13, that x ≤ c′, hence the two sets of coatoms
are the same. 2
THEOREM 2.15. (i) For the order relation described above, P˜ is a eulerian poset of
length l(P) + 1, and τ is a right compression labelling on P˜. The involution s is the
compression defined by τ , and compresses P˜ onto P.
(ii) Conversely, let Q be a euleriean poset, σ a compression labelling on Q, c its compres-
sion coatom, P = [0, c], and consider the extension labelling τ induced on P by σ .
Then Q is canonically isomorphic to P˜.
PROOF. (i) By construction, P˜ is a graded poset, with smallest element 0 and largest ele-
ment 1˜ = s(1). Let us show that P˜ is eulerian. Let x < y ∈ P˜; then we have to show that
χ([x, y]) = 0. If y ∈ P , this follows from the fact that P is eulerian; so we may assume that
y /∈ P , y = sy′, y′ ∈ P . If sx > x , Proposition 2.14 shows that [x, y] ' [x, y′]˜; hence by
induction on l(P) it suffices to prove our claim in the following two cases: x = 0, y = 1˜ and
x = s(0), y = 1˜.
From the decomposition
P˜ = D
∐
(P \ D)
∐
(P \ D)[1]
it follows that χ(P˜) = χ(D) = 0 (cf. 2.9). But we also have χ(P \ D) = χ(P)−χ(D) = 0;
hence χ([s(0), 1˜]) = χ[s(0), 1] + χ((P \ D)[1]) = 0.
All the other statements will follow once we have shown that the labelling τ is admissible
on P˜ . Condition (A′) follows immediately from the definition of the order relation on P˜ . To
show that (A) is satisfied, let x ∈ P˜ be such that τ(x) = +, and let a be an atom of [x, 1˜]
such that τ(a) = −. Then from Lemma 2.13 [x, a] is s-stable, hence a = sx , proving that a
is unique.
(ii) Let D be the compression zone of P . Then the compression s of Q stabilizes D, and
induces an isomorphism of graded sets (P \ D)[1] → Q \ P; hence we have a canonical
bijection ϕ : P˜ → Q, which is an isomorphism of graded sets. To prove that ϕ is an order
isomorphism, it is enough to show that the coatoms of [0, z] in P˜ correspond under ϕ to the
coatoms of [0, ϕ(z)] in Q; this is clear if z ∈ P , and otherwise follows from the fact that
τ(z) = σ(ϕ(z)) = −, and the analysis in 2.9. 2
2.16. We will say that a eulerian poset P is compressible, if there exists a compression
labelling on P; otherwise, we say that P is uncompressible. Clearly, if P is compressible,
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FIGURE 3.
then for all coatoms c of P except at most one, the interval [0, c] must again be compressible
(indeed, if s is a compression of P , all the intervals [0, c] for c 6= s(1) are compressed by s);
and if there is a coatom c for which [0, c] is uncompressible, then any compression s of P
must compress P onto [0, c].
EXAMPLE. The simplest non-trivial uncompressible posets arise in length 3. For each m ≥
2, define Cm to be the graded poset of length 3 with one element in lengths 0 and 3, and m
elements in lengths 1 and 2, and where the order relation is shown in Figure 3 (with m = 4).
Then Cm is uncompressible for m ≥ 4: indeed, if not, there would be a compression s of
P = Cm onto a eulerian poset Q of length 2. However, we have remarked that then necessarily
Q ' B2, hence |Q| = 4, and then from the analysis in Section 2.9 it follows that |P| ≤
2|Q| = 8, which implies that m ≤ 3. It is clear (cf. 2.2) that C2 ' D3 and C3 ' B3 are both
compressible.
THEOREM 2.17. (i) Let P be any eulerian poset. Then there exists a unique x ∈ P such
that [0, x] is uncompressible and P compresses onto [0, x] through a sequence of right
compressions. We say that [0, x] is the (right) core of P.
(ii) Any y ∈ P such that [0, y] is uncompressible satisfies y ≤ x.
PROOF. First we remark that if x is an arbitrary element in a eulerian poset Q, such that
[0, x] is uncompressible, then for any compression labelling τ on Q we must have τ(x) =
+—hence x ≤ c, where c is the compression coatom of Q.
Now we prove by induction on l(P) that there exists a unique maximal x ∈ P such that
[0, x] is uncompressible. This is clear when P is uncompressible; so assume that P is com-
pressible, and let τ be a compression labelling on P , c the compression coatom. By our first
remark, x ≤ c for all x ∈ P such that [0, x] is uncompressible; applying the inductive hy-
pothesis to [0, c], we see that there is a unique maximal x .
The same inductive argument also shows immediately that there exists a sequence of com-
pressions from P onto [0, x]. In fact, any compression of P compresses P onto an interval
[0, c] such that x ≤ c; so it is also clear by induction that any chain of compressions from P
to an uncompressible [0, y] will in fact stop at x . 2
COROLLARY. Let y ∈ P be arbitrary. Then the core of [0, y] is contained in the core of P.
PROOF. Clear. 2
3. ACCESSIBLE POSETS
3.1. Let P be an arbitrary eulerian poset, and let τ be a right extension labelling on P . Let
P˜ be the corresponding extension, and introduce as in 2.9 the compression labelling τ and
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the corresponding compression s on P˜ . The subinterval [s(0), s(1)] ⊂ P˜ will be denoted by
Pτ . We will say that Pτ is the poset P (right) shifted by τ . If τ is a left extension labelling
on P , we define the corresponding left extension P˜ to be the dual of the right extension of P◦
defined by −τ (in other words, P˜ = ((P◦)˜ )◦), and the corresponding left shift Pτ to be the
dual of (P◦)−τ .
Returning to the case of a right extension labelling τ of P , extended as above to P˜ , it is
clear that τ induces a left extension labelling on Pτ ; the corresponding left extension is the
same P˜ (with the same compression labelling), and the corresponding left shift is our original
poset P .
DEFINITION 3.2. An eulerian poset P is called (right) accessible, if it can be obtained
from the trivial poset by a finite number of right extensions and/or shifts.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Any interval [x, y] in an accessible poset P is again accessible.
PROOF. We argue by induction on the smallest number of extensions or shifts that are
needed to obtain P from the trivial poset. If P is the trivial poset, there is nothing to prove.
Otherwise, there is a poset Q to which the induction hypothesis applies, and a right extension
labelling τ on Q, such that either P = Q˜, or P = Qτ . It is enough to consider the first case,
since in the second case any subinterval of Qτ is also a subinterval of Q˜.
So let [x, y] be a subinterval of Q˜. If y ∈ Q, we apply the induction hypothesis. Otherwise,
τ(y) = −, so if τ (x) = +, s compresses [x, y] onto [x, sy] and we are done; if τ(x) = −,
then [x, y] = [sx, sy]τ , and again we are done. 2
3.4. It is natural in this context to ask about the shellability of accessible posets P . Lex-
icographical shellability of all intervals in Coxeter groups and their parabolic quotients has
been shown by Bjo¨rner and Wachs [1]; we do not know whether this result extends to acces-
sible posets. However, we will be able to prove one of the main consequences of shellability,
namely that for any accessible poset P , the chain complex of ]0, 1[ triangulates a sphere. In
fact, this has essentially been proven by Dyer in his thesis [4, pp. 42–48]. In the following, we
outline Dyer’s proof for the benefit of the readers who might not have access to this reference.
Recall first that for any finite poset P , the chains in P form an abstract simplicial complex
on P , since any subset of a chain is again a chain (here we allow the empty set to be a chain);
let us denote this complex by 1(P). A maximal simplex in any simplicial complex 1 will be
called a facet of 1. We will say that a simplicial complex 1 is pure d-dimensional (d ≥ 0),
if any facet of 1 is of dimension d (i.e., of cardinality d + 1). In this case, we define the
boundary of1 to be the closure of the set of (d−1)-simplices contained in an odd number of
facets, and denote it by ∂1 (the closure of any subset11 ⊂ 1, to be denoted by11, is the set
of simplices contained in a simplex in 11). The complement 1 \ ∂1 of the boundary of 1 is
called the interior of 1, and will be denoted by 1◦ (it is not a simplicial complex in general).
We will say that a simplicial complex L triangulates a d-ball (resp. a d-sphere), if its canon-
ical topological realization |L| is homeomorphic to the closed d-ball (resp. to the d-sphere).
It may be shown that if L triangulates a d-ball, then L is pure d-dimensional, and ∂L tri-
angulates a (d − 1)-sphere; also, if L triangulates a d-sphere, then L is pure d-dimensional,
and ∂L = ∅. Here we define any −1-dimensional simplicial complex to be {∅}, the complex
whose only simplex is the empty set.
Now let K be a simplicial complex, and let P be a finite graded poset with a smallest
element 0. A (simplicial) regular cell decomposition of K parametrized by P is the datum of
a family of subcomplexes (Lx )x∈P satisfying the following conditions:
(a) For each x ∈ P , Lx triangulates an (l(x)− 1)-ball (in particular, L0 = {∅}).
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(b) For each x > 0 in P , ∂Lx =⋃y<x L y =⋃z∈Coat[0,x] L z .
(c) K =∐x∈P L◦x .
In particular, if P also possesses a maximal element 1, then K = L1 triangulates a ball.
If K and L are two complexes, the join K L of K and L is defined to be the set of σ ∪ τ ,
σ ∈ K , τ ∈ L . We will use this construction only in the case where |L| is a single point c
(i.e., L = {∅, {c}}), which we will abbreviate to L = c, with c /∈ K . Then |K c| is just the
suspension of |K |; therefore if K triangulates a ball or a sphere, K c triangulates a ball. If K
is pure d-dimensional, then K c is pure (d + 1)-dimensional, and ∂(K c) = (∂K )c ∪ K .
Dyer’s main result, reformulated in our language, is the following.
THEOREM 3.5 (DYER [4]). Let P be a eulerian poset, and let τ be a right extension la-
belling on P; let P˜ be the corresponding extension. Let K be a simplicial complex carrying a
regular cell decomposition (Lx )x∈P◦ indexed by the dual poset P◦, and let c be a vertex not
in K . Then the join K c carries a regular cell decomposition (L˜) indexed by P˜◦.
PROOF. First we define the cells of the decomposition. Recall that for each x in P˜ , we have
either x ∈ P or sx ∈ P or both; in fact, when τ(x) = +, then x ∈ P . So let us take x ∈ P
such that τ(x) = +. We define:
(a) L˜x = Lx c
(b) L˜sx =
{
Lx , if sx /∈ P
Lx ∪ Lsx c, otherwise.
So now L˜x is defined for all x ∈ P˜ . Let us show that each of these L˜x triangulates a (n−l(x))-
ball, where n = l(P). The only non-trivial case arises when we are in case (b) above, and
sx ∈ P; then we have to show that Lx ∪ Lsx c triangulates a (n − l(x) − 1)-ball (notice
that n − l(sx) = n − l(x) − 1). This is clear for Lx and Lsx c; but these two complexes
intersect in Lsx , which triangulates a (n − l(x)− 2)-ball. Hence the union triangulates again
a (n − l(x)− 1)-ball.
Next we prove that ∂ L˜ y = ⋃z∈At[y,1˜] L˜ z for all y ∈ P˜ . Let x ∈ P be such that τ(x) = +.
Then the atoms of [x, 1˜] all satisfy τ (z) = +, except for sx . Therefore, if sx ∈ P , the atoms
of [x, 1˜] are also the atoms of [x, 1], and
∂ L˜x = ∂(Lx c) =
( ⋃
z∈At[x,1]
L zc
)
∪ Lx =
⋃
z∈At[x,1˜]
L˜ z
since L˜ z = L zc for z 6= sx , and L˜sx = Lsx c ∪ Lx . Otherwise, sx /∈ P , and then the atoms of
[x, 1˜] are the atoms of [x, 1], and sx . Then we also have:( ⋃
z∈At[x,1]
L zc
)
∪ Lx =
⋃
z∈At[x,1˜]
L˜ z
since L˜sx = Lx in this case.
Now we turn to ∂ L˜sx . If sx /∈ P , then the atoms of [sx, 1˜] are exactly the sz, z ∈ At[x, 1],
and L˜sx = Lx , so there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, L˜sx = Lx ∪ Lsx c, so
∂ L˜sx = (∂Lx ∪ ∂(Lsx c)) \ (Lsx )◦ =
( ⋃
z∈At[x,1],z 6=sx
L z
)
∪
( ⋃
z∈At[sx,1]
L zc
)
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(since ∂Lx ∩ ∂(Lsx c) = Lsx , as we have seen earlier). Now the atoms z of [sx, 1˜] such that
τ(z) = − are exactly the sz′, where z′ runs through the atoms of [x, 1] such that τ(z′) = +
(and these are all atoms of [x, 1] except sx). For these atoms, we have L˜ z = L z′ if z /∈ P ,
L˜ z = L z′ ∪ L zc otherwise; for the atoms z of [sx, 1˜] such that τ(z) = +, we have z ≤ 1
and L˜ z = L zc. Putting these two families together, we get exactly all the terms in the above
decomposition of ∂ L˜sx .
Finally, we must show that
∐
x∈P˜ L˜◦x = K c. The simplices in K c are the σ and the σ ′∪{c},
where σ and σ ′ run through the simplices in K . We need to show that each of these appear in
exactly one of the L˜◦y , y ∈ P˜ . We have three cases:
(a) τ(y) = +; then y ∈ P , and L˜ y = L yc. Then we have L˜◦y = L◦yc (where we put
L◦yc = {σ ∪ {c}}σ∈L◦y ).
(b) τ(y) = −, y /∈ P; then y = sx , x ∈ P , and L˜ y = Lx . Clearly, L˜◦y = L◦x in this case.
(c) τ(y) = −, y ∈ P; then y = sx , x ∈ P , and L˜ y = Lx ∪ L yc. Since Lx and L yc
intersect along L y , which triangulates a ball, the interior of L˜ y is the (disjoint) union of
L◦x , (L yc)◦ = L◦yc and L◦y .
From the preceding discussion, it is clear that the simplices σ , σ ∈ K appear exactly once
each, in case (b) above when σ ∈ L◦x , τ(x) = +, sx /∈ P; in case (c) when σ ∈ L◦x , τ(x) = +,
sx ∈ P , or when τ(x) = −. The same holds for the simplices σ ′ ∪ {c}, σ ′ ∈ K ; they appear
in case (a) when σ ′ ∈ L◦x , τ(x) = +, and in case (c) when σ ′ ∈ L◦x , τ(x) = −. 2
COROLLARY 3.6. Let P be an accessible poset of length n ≥ 1. Then the chain complex
of ]0, 1[⊂ P triangulates an (n − 2)-sphere, and the chain complex of ]0, 1] triangulates an
(n − 1)-ball.
PROOF. It is well-known that if K is a simplicial complex with a regular cell decomposition
labelled by a graded poset Q with 0, then the chain complex C of Q \ {0} is such that the
geometric realizations |K | and |C | are homeomorphic (in fact, C is the barycentric subdivision
of the cell complex).
Let us prove that for each accessible poset Q of length n, there exists a simplicial complex
K such that K triangulates an (n−1)-ball, and possesses a regular cell decomposition indexed
by the dual poset Q◦. It is enough to show that this is true when n = 1 (obvious: take K =
{∅, {a}}), and remains stable under extensions and right shifts. So assume that the property
holds for Q, and let τ be an extension labelling of Q. Then from Theorem 3.5 we see that the
complex K a, which obviously triangulates an n-ball, possesses a regular cell decomposition
indexed by Q˜◦; and the cell L˜s(0), which by construction triangulates an (n−1)-ball, possesses
a regular cell decomposition indexed by Qτ◦.
So by our first remark, the chain complex of [0, 1[◦⊂ P◦ triangulates an (n − 1)-ball, and
the chain complex of ]0, 1[◦ triangulates an (n− 2)-sphere. But clearly ]0, 1[ and ]0, 1[◦ have
the same chains, hence the same chain complex, so the chain complex of ]0, 1[ triangulates an
(n − 2)-sphere as well. Also, since clearly the chain complex of ]0, 1] is just the suspension
of the chain complex of ]0, 1[, it triangulates an (n − 1)-ball, and the corollary is proven. 2
3.7. We close this section by giving a topological interpretation of the simplest non-trivial
right and left shifts, namely those where the compression zone is reduced to two elements.
In the case of right shifts, this means that we have singled out a compression atom a, corre-
sponding to a facet in the above cellular decomposition. The poset Pτ will be, as a graded set,
the disjoint union of [a, 1] ⊂ P and (P \ {0, a}) [1]. This poset corresponds to the atom a in
P˜; therefore the corresponding n-cell in the cellular decomposition of K c is K τ = K ∪ Lac
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(notice also that the point c that has been added to the vertex set of K is identified with 1, seen
as a coatom of P˜). Now the boundary of K τ is, as we have seen, the union of the boundary
of K , with L◦a deleted, and ∂(La)c, identified along ∂La . Topologically, this may be reformu-
lated by saying that K τ is obtained from K by subdividing the facet La from an interior point
c; the facets are therefore the original facets distinct from a (they correspond to the atoms in
Pτ not in P , of the form b = sb′, where the extension labelling induced on [b′, 1] is trivial),
and the suspensions of the facets in ∂La (notice that n has to be at least equal to two in order
for a non-trivial extension labelling to exist). The latter correspond to the atoms of Pτ that are
in P , i.e., to the atoms of [a, 1].
In the case of left shifts, we have a dual construction of blowing up a vertex: a coatom c is
chosen, and a small neighbourhood of c in K is replaced by a facet which has the combinato-
rial type of the link of c in K . However, it is not at all clear which left shifts of right accessible
posets will again be right accessible.
4. ENUMERATION OF COMPRESSION ZONES
4.1. In order to enumerate recursively all possible accessible intervals, it is enough to be
able to describe all possible compression zones on any given accessible interval. (Of course,
if one asks for all possible isomorphism types of accessible intervals, then one is left with
the much more nasty problem of determining isomorphisms.) This also gives a measure of
the ‘complexity’ of a given accessible poset, say by the number of shifts and/or extensions
that separates it from the trivial poset; there are then only finitely many isomorphism types of
accessible posets of any given complexity.
4.2. Let us first make the following remark. Let P be any eulerian poset, τ a non-trivial
extension labelling or a compression labelling on P , D the corresponding compression zone
(with D = P if τ is a compression labelling), s the compression on D. Let x be a maximal
element in D, so that τ(x) = −. Then the labelling τ ′ defined by τ ′(y) = τ(y) if y 6= x ,
τ ′(x) = + is again an extension labelling: indeed, condition (A) has now become easier,
since there are less vertices labelled minus, and (A′) involves only elements for which τ = τ ′.
The corresponding compression zone is D′ = D \ {x, sx}. Continuing in this fashion, we
finally reach the trivial extension labelling.
In particular, when D = P , we have x = 1, and if we set c = s(1), and denote by
P˜ the extended poset defined by τ ′, s′ the corresponding compression of P˜ , we see that
P˜ = P ∪{1′, 1˜}, where 1′ = s′c, 1˜ = s′1; also it is easy to check from the definition of P˜ that
[0, 1] and [0, 1′] are both isomorphic to P , so that we may describe P˜ as ‘P with its largest
element doubled, and a largest element added’. In particular, P˜ does not depend on the choice
of s; we shall denote this poset by Pd , and call it the double of P .
4.3. Let us now reverse the preceding construction. Let τ ′ be any given right extension
labelling on P (possibly trivial), D′ the corresponding compression zone, and let x ′ be a
minimal element of P \ D′. Assume that x ′ is covered by an element x such that all coatoms
of [0, x] except x ′ already lie in D′, and are labelled minus. Then we define a labelling τ on
P by setting τ(y) = τ ′(y) if y 6= x , τ(x) = −.
Let us show that τ is admissible. If τ (y) = −, and y 6= x , then (A′) involves only τ ′.
Otherwise, the assumption on x guarantees that x ′ is the only coatom z of [0, x] such that
τ(z) = +. Now let τ(y) = +. Then if y is not covered by x , the check of (A) involves only
τ ′. If y is covered by x , then the assumption on x forces y = x ′, and since [x ′, 1] ⊂ P \ D′,
all its atoms z 6= x satisfy τ(z) = τ ′(z) = +.
So, in order to classify all compression zones on P , we start from the empty zone, and
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FIGURE 4.
proceed as above until we cannot go further (we have to explore all possible paths, of course.)
In particular, P will be compressible if and only if some path of successive enlargements leads
from the empty zone to the whole of P .
EXAMPLE 4.4. As an example, let us classify all possible accessible posets of length 3, and
show that they are exactly the Cm , m ≥ 2. Each accessible poset of length 3 is an iterated shift
of a compressible poset of length 3, and we have seen that up to isomorphism there are only
two compressible posets of length 3, viz., B3 and D3, which we prefer to denote here by C3
and C2. In order to obtain all shifts of these, we need to describe all non-trivial compression
zones.
We will do this for an arbitrary Cm . For any atom a of any accessible poset P , the labelling
τ defined by τ(x) = + if x 6= a, τ(a) = −, is an extension labelling (except of course when
P = B1, when it is a compression labelling). These are exactly the extension labellings ob-
tained in one step from the trivial labelling. Since by obvious symmetry all atoms of Cm play
the same role, we see that when P = Cm , all these extensions, and the corresponding shifts,
are isomorphic. The picture is shown in Figure 4(a) (drawn for m = 3), and shows immedi-
ately that if τ is the above labelling, then Cτm ' Cm+1. By induction, it follows immediately
that Cm is accessible for all m.
Now let a be as above, defining an extension labelling τ ′, and let us try to enlarge the
compression zone. If D′ = {0, a}, then the minimal elements of Cm \ D′ are the atoms b 6= a
of Cm . Then [b, 1] has exactly two coatoms. They will be eligible for a minus label if and only
if they cover a. In other words, there are only two possible choices for such a minus label,
viz. the two coatoms of [a, 1]. Choose one of them, say c. Then again a direct computation
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shows that Cτm ' Cm in this case (see Figure 4(b)) so we get nothing new (and both choices
of c yield isomorphic shifted posets).
If we want to enlarge the compression zone further, we need to consider two cases. If m =
2, then our current compression zone D′ = {0, a, b, c} already contains all the atoms of
C2, and the only possible enlargement is to all of C2, which is indeed possible and yields a
compression labelling, but we are not interested in those. So assume m ≥ 3. Then there is still
at least one atom b′ left in Cm , and it is easy to see that these atoms are the minimal elements
in Cm \ D′. The only candidate for another minus sign is the coatom c′ of [a, 1] that we have
not yet used up; then we must take for b′ the coatom of [0, c′] different from a, as shown in
Figure 4(c).
We obtain a compression zone of six elements, D = {0, a, b, b′, c, c′}, and this time we
have Cτm ' Cm−1, again nothing new. If m > 3, D is maximal; if m = 3, the only possible
enlargement of D is to all of C3. So now we have exhausted all possible extensions of all
possible Cm’s, and seen that the corresponding shifted posets are all Cms again, thus showing
that these are the only accessible posets in length 3. (There is a shorter proof of this fact using
for instance the fact that the chain complex of ]0, 1[⊂ Cm triangulates a circle, but in the
above approach we have the added bonus of describing all possible shifts, and in the process
we have encountered all possible non-trivially compressible posets of length 4.)
4.5. In 4.2 we constructed the double Pd for a compressible poset P . Of course, Qd could
have been defined directly for each eulerian poset Q, and it is easy to show that Qd is again
eulerian.
PROPOSITION. For each accessible poset Q, Qd is again accessible.
PROOF. Set P = Q × B1, with its trivial compression labelling, and consider Pd . Let
a = (0, 1) be the compression atom of P . Then Q is obviously isomorphic to the interval
[a, 1] in P , and it follows easily that Qd , is isomorphic to the interval [a, 1˜] in Pd . In other
words, Qd is the poset shifted from Q × B1 in the double construction; since Q × B1 is
obviously accessible, Qd is accessible as well. 2
One may also define ‘left doubles’ in the obvious manner; it is far from clear, however (at
least to us), that the left double of a right accessible poset will again be right accessible.
5. DYER OBSTRUCTIONS AND ADIHEDRAL POSETS
5.1. It does not appear to be easy to characterize, among all accessible posets, those that can
arise as Bruhat intervals of a Coxeter group W . Up to length 3, all accessible posets are Bruhat
intervals; this follows from 4.4 and the fact that the crown Cm , m ≥ 3, may be realized in the
free Coxeter group on three letters a, b, c as the interval [x, y] where
y = abcabca . . . m letters
x = abca . . . m − 3 letters.
Indeed, if we write y = s1 . . . sm , then we see that we may erase any si from y and obtain a
word> x (proof: if we erase si , then the resulting word is always reduced. Hence to show that
it is > x , it is enough to show that we can erase two more letters s j , sk so that {si , s j , sk} are
three consecutive letters. If i ≤ m − 2, take j = i + 2, k = i + 1; if i = m − 1, take j = m,
k = m − 2; if i = m, take j = m − 1, k = m − 2. Thus the interval [x, y] has m coatoms,
and is of length 3, hence it is isomorphic to Cm .
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5.2. The first obstruction to being a Bruhat interval arises in length 4. We recall the following
result from Dyer’s:
PROPOSITION (DYER [4, PROPOSITION 7.25]). Let P = [x, y] be a Bruhat interval.
Then if P has two atoms, or two coatoms, P is dihedral.
In fact, it is clear that all intervals with two coatoms, say, are obtained through the ‘double
construction’ of Section 4.5. Indeed, if n is the length of P and P has only two coatoms c
and c′, then these coatoms must cover all elements of length n− 2, since [x, 1] has two atoms
if l(x) = n − 2. Therefore [0, c] and [0, c′] are isomorphic intervals, and P is the double
of [0, c]. A similar reasoning holds for posets with two atoms. The two simplest instances of
this phenomenon are shown in Figure 5; they will be called right and left Dyer obstruction
respectively. Arbitrary non-dihedral accessible posets with two atoms or two coatoms will be
called generalized Dyer obstructions.
DEFINITION 5.3. We will say that an extension labelling τ on a eulerian poset P (or the
extension or shift defined by it) is Dyer-admissible if the corresponding extended poset P˜
does not contain any (generalized) Dyer obstructions (cf. 5.2). We say that P is (right) Dyer-
accessible if it is linked to the trivial poset through a finite number of Dyer-admissible exten-
sions or right shifts.
REMARK. (a) It is clear from the proposition in 5.2 that any Bruhat interval is Dyer-
accessible, and that any shift between Bruhat intervals defined by a Coxeter generator
of W is Dyer-admissible.
(b) Although our proof for this is still uncomplete, we believe that the exclusion of the
left and right Dyer obstructions defined above also precludes all the generalized Dyer
obstructions.
5.4. Let us say that a eulerian poset P is adihedral, if it contains no subintervals of length 3
isomorphic to D3 (and therefore, no dihedral subintervals of length > 2). It has been shown
by Brenti [2, Theorem 6.3] that if x ≤ y are two elements of a Coxeter group such that [x, y]
is adihedral, then the Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomial Px,y is equal to the Stanley g-polynomial
of the dual poset [x, y]◦, and therefore depends only on the isomorphism type of [x, y] as a
poset. We will give some results on the behaviour of this condition under our constructions.
Recall that we have already seen (Example 2.10 (b)) that the extension of B2 corresponding
to the unique non-trivial extension labelling is the dihedral interval D3.
PROPOSITION 5.5. Any non-trivial extension contains dihedral subintervals.
PROOF. Let P be a eulerian poset, and let τ be a non-trivial extension labelling on P , D the
corresponding compression zone, P˜ the extended poset, and s the compression of P˜ defined
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by τ . Let x be maximal in D. Then τ(x) = −, and since x < 1 (because τ(1) = +), we can
find y covering x such that τ(y) = +. Then [sx, y] is an interval of length 2, and τ induces a
non-trivial extension labelling on it; therefore, [sx, y ]˜ ' D3 ⊂ P˜ . 2
COROLLARY 1. Any compression of an adihedral poset is trivial; any adihedral poset is
the direct product of its core (cf. 2.17) and a boolean lattice. 2
COROLLARY 2. Let P be an adihedral poset, and let τ be a right extension labelling on
P, D the corresponding compression zone. Then D+ = {x ∈ D | τ(x) = +} and D− = {x ∈
D | τ(x) = −} are convex subsets of P, and D is (as a graded poset) the direct product of
D+ and B1.
PROOF. If the extension labelling is trivial, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, let a be
the compression atom, and let x be in D−. Then [0, x] is compressed, and adihedral, hence
from the preceding corollary [0, x] = [0, x]+ × B1, and it follows that [0, x]− = [a, x]. So
D− is a decreasing subset of [a, 1], and also D+ is a decreasing subset of P; in particular,
both are convex. But then it is clear that D ' D+ × B1. 2
THEOREM 5.6. Let P be a eulerian poset, and let τ be a Dyer-admissible extension la-
belling on P (cf. 5.3). Then P is adihedral if and only if Pτ is adihedral.
PROOF. Let [x, y] be subinterval of P isomorphic to D3. Then we will show that Pτ also
contains a dihedral subinterval. We consider three cases:
(a) x ∈ Pτ ; then [x, y] ⊂ Pτ and there is nothing to prove.
(b) x /∈ Pτ , and τ(y) = +. Then τ induces an extension labelling on [x, y]. Since P˜ does
not contain any Dyer obstruction, this extension is either trivial, or [x, y ]˜ ' D4 (cf.
Figure 6); in both cases, [x, y]τ ' D3, and we are done.(c) x /∈ Pτ , and τ(y) = −. Then τ induces a compression labelling on [x, y], and [x, y]
possesses exactly one atom z = sx labelled minus, and exactly one coatom z′ = sy la-
belled plus. We have z ∈ Pτ , hence z′ ∈ Pτ (since z′ > z), and τ induces a non-trivial
extension labelling on [z′, 1]. From Proposition 5.5 we conclude that the extended in-
terval [z′, 1]˜ ⊂ Pτ contains a dihedral interval, and again we are done.
The reasoning to prove that if Pτ contains a dihedral interval, then P contains one as well
is exactly the same. 2
COROLLARY. Let P be an adihedral Dyer-accessible poset of length n (e.g., a Bruhat
interval). Then there is a finite sequence of Dyer-admissible right shifts linking the Boolean
lattice Bn with P.
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PROOF. We know that P is obtained from the trivial poset by a finite number of Dyer-
admissible right extensions and/or shifts. We argue by induction on the least number of such
operations. If P = {0}, there is nothing to prove. So let Q be a Dyer-accessible poset reachable
with one operation less than P , and τ a right extension labelling on Q. We have to consider
two cases:
(a) P = Qτ ; then the theorem implies that Q is again adihedral, and we apply the induction
hypothesis. 2
(b) P = Q˜, l(Q) = n − 1. Then P compresses onto Q; since any compression of an
adihedral poset has to be trivial (Corollary 1 to Proposition 5.5), we deduce that P '
Q × B1, and of course Q is also adihedral. Now if we choose any sequence of Dyer-
admissible right shifts linking Bn−1 to Q, the corresponding sequence of product shifts
(Example 2.10 (c)) will link Bn−1 × B1 = Bn to Q × B1, and we are done. 2
PROPOSITION 5.7. (i) Let P be a eulerian poset, and let τ be a Dyer-admissible exten-
sion labelling on P. Then P is dihedral (i.e., isomorphic to some Dn), if and only if Pτ
is dihedral.
(ii) Let τ be a non-trivial Dyer-admissible extension labelling on P ' Dn; let D ⊂ P
be the corresponding compression zone. Then D = [0, c], where c is one of the two
coatoms in P, and P˜ ' Dn+1.
(iii) Let P be a eulerian poset of length n ≥ 2, and let τ be a Dyer-admissible extension
labelling on P. Then P˜ is dihedral if and only if P is dihedral and τ is non-trivial.
PROOF. (i) If τ is trivial, there is nothing to prove; if τ is non-trivial, this follows from (ii).
(ii) For a non-trivial extension labelling τ to exist, we must have n ≥ 2. The case n = 2
is illustrated in Figure 2. Consider the case n = 3. If D is of the form [0, c], we are in the
situation of Figure 6(a), and P˜ ' D4. Otherwise, D = [0, a], where a is one of the two
atoms in P; but then, we are in the situation of Figure 6(b), and P˜ is the left Dyer obstruction,
contrary to our hypothesis.
Now let n > 3. A moment’s thought shows that D is necessarily of the form [0, x], with
0 < l(x) < n, and τ(x) = −. If l(x) < n − 1, let y = sx , and let z be an element of P such
that l(z) = l(x) + 2. Then [y, z] ' D3, and the labelling induced by τ on [x, y] is the one
from Figure 6(b). Hence [y, sz] ⊂ P˜ is the left Dyer obstruction, contrary to our hypothesis.
Therefore we must have l(x) = n − 1, in which case P˜ is the double Pd constructed in 4.2,
and P˜ ' Dn+1.
(iii) It is clear that if P˜ is dihedral, then P must be dihedral as well; and for reasons of
cardinality, the extension cannot be trivial. The converse follows from (ii). 2
6. ABSTRACT KAZHDAN–LUSZTIG CONTEXTS
6.1. Our purpose in this section is to show how one may define analogues of the Kazhdan–
Lusztig R- and P-polynomials in the context of accessible posets. Unfortunately, except in
special cases, we have been unable so far to prove that our definitions are independent of the
way the poset is built up from the trivial poset through a sequence of extensions and shifts.
In fact, as shown in the example in 6.10, it will be necessary in any case to restrict ourselves
to the setting of Dyer-accessible posets and Dyer-admissible shifts among them to obtain a
satisfactory theory.
Our first step is to recall how Kazhdan–Lusztig-like polynomials arise from certain elements
in the incidence algebra of a poset, following again the exposition of Dyer in his thesis [4]
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(see also [6]). We consider an indeterminate q , and denote by A the ring Z[q1/2, q−1/2] of
Laurent polynomials in q1/2; we equip A with the unique ring involution taking q1/2 to q−1/2,
to be denoted by a → a. For any eulerian poset P , let I denote the incidence algebra of P
with coefficients in A, and extend the involution to I by setting f (x, y) = f (x, y) for f ∈ I
and x ≤ y in P . For x ≤ y in P , we will use the abbreviations qxy = ql(y)−l(x), and
εxy = (−1)l(y)−l(x). Also we set α = (q−1/2 − q1/2) in A, and αxy = αl(y)−l(x).
Now let r be an element of I such that: (a) r(x, x) = 1 for all x ∈ P and (b) r ∗ r = δ in I,
where ∗ denotes the multiplication in I, and where the Kronecker function δ is the identity in
I. Such an element r will be called a formal R-function on P . Then it is not hard to see that
there is a unique element p in I satisfying the following three conditions:
(a) p(x, x) = 1 for all x ∈ P;
(b) p(x, y) ∈ q−1/2Z[q−1/2] if x < y in P
(c) p = r ∗ p.
The elements p(x, y) are then, up to normalization, the generalized Kazhdan–Lusztig poly-
nomials associated to r . More precisely, in the case of a Coxeter group W , we take r(x, y) =
εxyq
−1/2
xy Rxy , where the Rxy are the R-polynomials defined by Kazhdan and Lusztig [8], and
we obtain p(x, y) = q−1/2xy Pxy , where the Pxy are the Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials.
In fact, let us denote by MP the free A-module over P , with basis (tx )x∈P . Then if we set
ι(ty) =∑x≤y r(x, y)tx , one sees that the condition r ∗ r = δ is equivalent to the fact that the
unique A-antilinear extension of ι is an involution (the ‘Kazhdan–Lusztig involution’). Then
if we define
cy =
∑
x≤y
p(x, y)tx
(the ‘Kazhdan–Lusztig basis’ of MP ), we see that the cy are uniquely determined by the
conditions ι(cy) = cy and cy ∈ ty +∑x<y q−1/2Z[q−1/2] for all y ∈ P .
We note for later reference that if D is any decreasing subset of P , the sub-A-module MD
generated by the tx , x ∈ D, is stable under the involution ι.
6.2. Next we show that for a suitable choice of r , the corresponding Pxy are just the Stanley
g-polynomials of the dual interval.
LEMMA. Let P be an arbitrary eulerian poset. Then the element r of I defined by r(x, y) =
αxy is a formal R-function on P.
PROOF. The first condition is obvious. For the second, notice that α = −α and write for
x < y in P:
r ∗ r(x, y) =
∑
x≤z≤y
r(x, z)r(z, y) =
∑
x≤z≤y
αxzεzyαzy = αxy
∑
x≤z≤y
εzy = 0
by the definition of eulerianity. 2
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let P be a eulerian poset, and let r be defined as in the above lemma.
Then the corresponding element p ∈ I is given by
p(x, y) = q−1/2xy g([x, y]◦)
where g([x, y]◦) is the Stanley g-polynomial of the dual poset of [x, y].
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PROOF. This is just a reformulation of the original definition of the g-polynomials (cf. [9,
p. 138]). Let us denote by g∗xy the polynomial g([x, y]◦). Then the recursive definition of g∗xy
is as follows. Put g∗xx = 1. If x < y, define
f ∗xy =
∑
x<z≤y
(q − 1)l(z)−l(x)−1g∗zy
and define g∗xy to be the sum of terms of degree ≤ 12 (l(y)− l(x)− 1) in (1− q) f ∗xy .
On the other hand, the definition of p and an induction on l(y)− l(x) yield the formula:
p(x, y)− p(x, y) =
∑
x<y≤z
r(x, z)p(z, y) =
∑
x<z≤y
αxzq
1/2
zy g∗z,y
and by taking conjugates and multiplying by q1/2xy :
q1/2xy (p(x, y)− p(x, y)) = −
∑
x<z≤y
g∗z,y(q − 1)l(z)−l(x)
= (1− q)
∑
x<z≤y
g∗z,y(q − 1)l(z)−l(x)−1
so that q1/2xy (p(x, y)−p(x, y)) = (1−q) f ∗x,y , and since by definition p(x, y) ∈ q−1/2Z[q−1/2]
we see that q1/2xy p(x, y) is obtained by taking the terms of degree ≤ 12 (l(y) − l(x) − 1) in
(1− q) f ∗xy . 2
6.4. Let P be an accessible poset. We define a realization of P to be a sequence P0 = {0},
P1, . . . , Pm of posets, and for each 1 ≤ j ≤ m an extension labelling τ j on Pj−1, such that
Pj is either the extended or the shifted poset corresponding to τ j ; we will usually leave the Pj
implicit, and write τ = (τ1, . . . , τm). If l(P) = n, there are exactly n indices j1 < j2 < · · · <
jn such that Pj is the extension of Pj−1 defined by τ j ; we call them the extension indices of
the realization. We say that the realization is Dyer-admissible if each τ j is Dyer-admissible
(cf. Definition 5.3).
We extend as usual each τ j as a compression labelling on the corresponding extension of
Pj−1. For any subinterval [x, y] ⊂ P , we define a sequence (Q j )0≤ j≤m , where Qm = [x, y]
and each Q j = [x j , y j ] is an interval in Pj , by setting for m ≥ j ≥ 1:
(a) if y j ∈ Pj−1, then Q j−1 = Q j ;
(b) if y j /∈ Pj−1 and τ j (x j ) = +, then Q j−1 = [x j , sy j ];
(c) if y j /∈ Pj−1 and τ j (x j ) = −, then Q j−1 = [sx j , sy j ].
Clearly, if we restrict each τ j to Q j−1, we obtain a realization of [x, y]; we say that this
is the realization of [x, y] induced by τ . Note that the extension indices of this realization
are exactly the indices for which case (b) above occurs; an extension index of [x, y] is not
necessarily an extension index for P , nor conversely.
Our goal is to define for each realization τ a formal R-function rτ on P . We will see that
this is possible under certain conditions.
DEFINITION 6.5. We say that a formal R-function r on a eulerian poset P is compatible
with an extension (or compression) labelling τ , if for each y ∈ P such that τ(y) = − and
each x ≤ y we have:
r(x, y) =
{
r(sx, sy) if τ(x) = −
αr(x, sy) if τ(x) = + and sx  sy
αr(x, sy)+ r(sx, sy) if τ(x) = + and sx ≤ sy
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REMARK 6.6. The previous definition may be reformulated as follows. LetH be the Hecke
algebra over A of the two-element group {1, s}; thusH is a free A-module of rank 2, with basis
{1 = t1, ts}, and the multiplication onH is the unique A-algebra structure for which 1 acts as
the identity, and
t2s = αts + 1
(here we use ts = q−1/2Ts , where Ts satisfies the more familiar identity T 2s = (q−1)Ts +q).
We denote also by ι the usual Kazhdan–Lusztig anti-involution ofH, for which ι(ts) = ts+α.
Now let τ be as in Definition 6.5, and let D be the compression zone of τ ; let MP and MD
be as in Section 6.1. Then it is readily seen that there is a unique H-module structure on MD
such that
ts tx =
{
tsx if sx > x
αtx + tsx otherwise
(in fact MD is a free H-module with basis (tx )x∈D,τ (x)=+). Then it is not hard to check that
if r is a formal R-function on P , r and τ are compatible in the sense of Definition 6.5 if and
only if the involutions ι onH and MD are compatible, in the sense that
ι(hv) = ι(h)ι(v) for all h ∈ H, v ∈ MD.
THEOREM 6.7. Let P be a eulerian poset, and let τ be an extension labelling on P. Let r
be a formal R-function on P, and assume that r is compatible with τ . Then there is a unique
extension r˜ of r to P˜ as a formal R-function compatible with the compression labelling on P˜
corresponding to τ . The function r˜ is defined by
r˜(x, y) =

r(x, y) if y ∈ P
r(sx, sy) if y /∈ P and τ(x) = −
αr(x, sy) if y /∈ P, τ(x) = + and sx  sy
αr(x, sy)+ r(sx, sy) if y /∈ P, τ(x) = + and sx ≤ sy.
PROOF. It is clear that the above is the only possible definition for r˜ . It is also clear that
r˜(x, x) = 1 for all x ∈ P˜ . So we must show that for all x < y in P˜ we have r˜ ∗ r˜(x, y) = 0.
By induction on l(P) it is enough to do this in the two following cases:
(a) x = 0, y = 1˜;
(b) x = a, y = 1˜, where a = s0 is the compression atom of P˜ .
(a) Noticing that sz > z implies z ∈ P , we have:∑
z∈P˜
r˜(0, z)r˜(z, 1˜) =
∑
z∈P˜
sz<z
r˜(0, z)r(sz, 1)+
∑
z∈P
sz>z
r(0, z)r˜(z, 1˜). (1)
The first sum on the right-hand side of (1) becomes:∑
z∈P˜
sz<z
a≤sz
(αr(0, sz)+ r(a, sz))r(sz, 1)+
∑
z∈P˜
sz<z
asz
αr(0, sz)r(sz, 1) =
α
∑
z∈P˜
sz<z
r(0, sz)r(sz, 1)+
∑
z∈P˜
sz<z
a≤sz
r(a, sz)r(sz, 1).
Taking sz ∈ P as the new summation index, this becomes:
α
∑
0≤z≤1
sz>z
r(0, z)r(z, 1)+
∑
a≤z≤1
sz>z
r(a, z)r(z, 1). (2)
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To compute the second sum on the right-hand side of (1), we remark that when z ∈ P is
such that τ(z) = +, then sz ≤ 1 holds if and only if z ∈ D, where D is the compression
zone of P (cf. 2.9). So the second sum in (1) becomes:∑
z∈D
sz>z
r(0, z)(αr(z, 1)+ r(sz, 1))+
∑
z∈P
z /∈D
r(0, z)αr(z, 1) =
α
∑
0≤z≤1
sz>z
r(0, z)r(z, 1)+
∑
z∈D
sz>z
r(0, z)r(sz, 1). (3)
Since α = −α, the first sum in (2) cancels with the first sum on the right-hand side
of (3). In the second sum on the right-hand side of (3), we notice that r(0, z) = r(a, sz),
and remembering that all z ∈ P such that τ(z) = − satisfy z ≥ a, this sum may be
rewritten as: ∑
a≤z≤1
sz<z
r(a, z)r(z, 1)
and this adds up with the second sum in (2) to yield:∑
a≤z≤1
r(a, z)r(z, 1) = 0.
(b) Here we have:∑
a≤z≤1˜
r˜(a, z)r˜(z, 1˜) =
∑
a≤z≤1˜
sz<z
r(0, sz)r(sz, 1)+
∑
a≤z≤1˜
sz>z
r˜(a, z)r˜(z, 1˜). (4)
The first sum in the right-hand side of (4) becomes∑
0≤z≤1
sz>z
r(0, z)r(z, 1) = −
∑
0≤z≤1
sz<z
r(0, z)r(z, 1) =
−
∑
0≤z≤1
sz<z
a≤sz
(αr(0, sz)+ r(a, sz))r(z, 1)−
∑
0≤z≤1
sz<z
asz
αr(0, sz)n¯(z, 1) = (5)
α
∑
a≤z≤1
sz<z
r(a, z)r(z, 1)−
∑
a≤z≤1
sz>z
sz<1
r(a, z)r(sz, 1).
Using the fact that sz > z implies z ∈ P we may rewrite the second sum on the right-hand
side of (4) as: ∑
a≤z≤1
sz>z
z∈D
r(a, z)(αr(z, 1)+ r(sz, 1))+
∑
a≤z≤1
z /∈D
r(a, z)αr(z, 1) =
α
∑
a≤z≤1
sz>z
r(a, z)r(z, 1)+
∑
a≤z≤1
sz>z
sz<1
r(a, z)r(sz, 1). (6)
Now the last sum on the right-hand side of (6) cancels out with the subtracted sum in the
right-hand side of (5), and the first sums in the right-hand sides of (5) and (6) add up to:
α
∑
a≤z≤1
r(a, z)r(z, 1) = 0.
2
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6.8. If P is an accessible poset, and τ is a realization of P , we denote by r0 the unique
formal R-function on P0 = {0}, and define recursively a sequence (r j ) of formal R-functions
on each Pj , by letting r j be the restriction to Pj of the unique extension r˜ j−1 of r j−1 to P˜j−1
defined in Theorem 6.7. This is possible as long as the extension labelling τ j is compatible
with r j−1. If, at some index j , r j−1 and τ j are not compatible, we say that the realization has
an R-obstruction at index j . Otherwise, we end up with a formal R-function rm on P which
we shall denote by rτ .
PROPOSITION 6.9. Let rτ be as in 6.8. Then each rτ (x, y) is a polynomial in α with posi-
tive coefficients, of degree exactly equal to l(y)− l(x), and with leading coefficient equal to 1.
Moreover, rτ (x, y) belongs to N[α2] if l(y)− l(x) is even, and in αN[α2] if l(y)− l(x) is odd.
PROOF. This follows easily by induction from the induction formulas defining rτ . 2
6.10. Ideally, we would like rτ to be defined for any realization τ of P , and independent of
the choice of the realization. The following example shows that this is not possible without
further restrictions on τ .
EXAMPLE. Consider the left Dyer obstruction as an extension of the dihedral interval D3,
yielding a shift from D3 to B3, as shown in Figure 6(b). Considering the usual realization
of D3 by a sequence of three extensions, the last one being the unique non-trivial extension
of D2, this gives a realization τ = (τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4) of B3, for which the extension indices are
1, 2 and 3. The R-function r3 induced on D3 by this realization is the usual one, for which
r(x, y) = αxy except in the case x = 0, y = 1, for which we have r(0, 1) = α3+α. It is easy
to check that r3 is compatible with τ4, and that the R-function rτ on B3 is in fact defined by
the same formulas as r3. On the other hand, of course, we may realize B3 through a sequence
of three trivial extensions; the R-function obtained in this way is the one from the lemma
in 6.2, for which r(x, y) = αxy for all pairs (x, y). Therefore, the R-function defined on an
accessible poset P by a realization τ may depend on the choice of τ .
It is also easy to check that rτ is not compatible with any compression labelling on B3. From
this, it is easy to construct examples of realizations (of intervals of length 4, for instance) that
will display R-obstructions.
Our next two results show that in the context of Dyer-admissible realizations, things are
much better behaved. In fact, it may be hoped that Dyer-admissible realizations will never
have R-obstructions, and that the formal R-function defined on a Dyer-accessible poset P by
a Dyer-admissible realization τ will be independent of the choice of τ . The theorem in 6.11
and its corollary were proved in the context of Bruhat intervals by Brenti [2], whereas Theo-
rem 6.13 may be found in that context in Dyer’s thesis [4].
If we consider the larger class of posets mentioned in the introduction, where both left
and right (Dyer-admissible) shifts and extensions are allowed, we can also associate a formal
R-function rτ to any realization τ . For this it is enough to notice that: (a) a left extension
or shift of a eulerian poset P is canonically isomorphic to the dual of a right extension or
shift of the dual poset P◦, and (b) if r is a formal R-function on P , the function r◦ defined
by r◦(x, y) = r(y, x) is a formal R-function on P◦. In this way, replacing r j−1 by r◦j−1
whenever we have to deal with a left shift or extension, the construction of rτ extends to the
more general situation. We note that if W is a finite Coxeter group with longest element w0,
the map x → w0x is an order-reversing involution from W to itself; hence the Bruhat intervals
in W form a self-dual class. If r is the usual Kazhdan–Lusztig R-function on W , and x ≤ y
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in W , we have r(x, y) = r(w0 y, w0x); in other words the isomorphism z → w0z between
[x, y]◦ and [w0 y, w0x] carries r◦ to r , which lends some justification to our definition of rτ .
6.11. In the following, for any eulerian poset Q and any formal R-function r on Q, we write
r(Q) for r(0, 1).
THOEREM. Let P be a Dyer-accessible poset, and let τ be a Dyer-admissible realization
of P. The following properties are equivalent:
(i) P is adihedral;
(ii) all the extension steps in τ are trival;
(iii) rτ (P) = αl(P);
(iv) rτ (x, y) = αxy for all x ≤ y ∈ P.
Moreover, in this situation, the realization τ never has an R-obstruction.
PROOF. Assume that τ does not have an R-obstruction, so that rτ is defined. The fact that
(i) is equivalent to (ii) follows easily from Theorem 5.6 and Proposition 5.5. It is also clear that
if (P0, . . . , Pm) is the sequence of posets associated with τ , we have r j (Pj ) = r j−1(Pj−1)
if Pj is shifted from Pj−1, and r j (Pj ) = αr j−1(Pj−1) if Pj is a trivial extension of Pj−1.
Therefore (ii) implies (iii). Conversely, it is in fact clear from the recursion formulas defining
r j that if we write
r j (Pj ) = αl(Pj ) + c j,1αl(Pj )−2 + c j,2αl(Pj )−4 + · · ·
then for each fixed k the sequence (c j,k)0≤ j≤m , is increasing, and that at each non-trivial
extension step the coefficient c1 increases by 1. This immediately shows that (iii) implies (ii).
Since any subinterval of an adihedral interval is again adihedral, (i) H⇒ (iii) shows that (i)
implies (iv); and conversely, (iv) trivially implies (iii).
To prove that the realization τ never hits an R-obstruction, it is enough to show that for any
adihedral accessible poset Q, and any compression labelling τ on Q, τ is compatible with the
R-function from the lemma in 6.2. But since all compressions of adihedral posets are trivial,
this is clear. 2
COROLLARY. Let P be a Dyer-accessible poset, and let τ be a Dyer-admissible realiza-
tion of P such that rτ is defined. Let p be the corresponding ‘Kazhdan–Lusztig’ function, as
defined in 6.1. Then for each adihedral interval [x, y] ⊂ P we have
p(x, y) = q−1/2xy g([x, y]◦)
where g([x, y]◦) is the Stanley g-polynomial of the dual poset of [x, y].
PROOF. This follows from the theorem and Proposition 6.3. 2
6.12. The next result deals with the other extreme, where P is equal to Dn . If we realize Dn
through a sequence of n extensions from D0 = {0}, we see that we get an R-function rτ on
Dn with
rτ (Dn) =
⌊
n−1
2
⌋∑
k=0
(
n − 1− k
k
)
αn−2k . (7)
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LEMMA. Let P be an accessible poset, and let τ be a realization of P such that rτ is
defined. Then if we write
rτ (x, y) = αxy +
⌊
l(y)−l(x)−1
2
⌋∑
k=1
ck(x, y)αl(y)−l(x)−2k
we have ck ≤
(
l(y)− l(x)− 1− k
k
)
for all k ≥ 1.
PROOF. This follows immediately from the recursion formulas defining rτ , noticing that if
Pn is the polynomial in α defined by (7) for n ≥ 1, we have the formula Pn = αPn−1 + Pn−2
for n ≥ 3. 2
THEOREM 6.13. Let P be a Dyer-accessible poset of length n ≥ 2, and let τ be a Dyer-
admissible realization of P. The following are equivalent:
(i) P is dihedral (i.e., isomorphic to Dn);
(ii) τ has n − 2 non-trivial extension steps;
(iii) the coefficient of αn−2 in rτ (P) is equal to n − 2;
(iv) rτ (P) is given by (7);
(v) for all x < y in P we have
rτ (x, y) =
⌊
l(y)−l(x)−1
2
⌋∑
k=0
(
l(y)− l(x)− 1− k
k
)
αl(y)−l(x)−2k .
Moreover, in this situation, the realization never has an R-obstruction.
PROOF. (i)⇐⇒ (ii): the first two extension steps of any realization of an accessible poset
are always trivial. It follows from Proposition 5.7 that P is dihedral if and only if all the other
extension steps in τ are non-trival.
(ii)⇐⇒ (iii): we have already remarked in the proof of the theorem in 6.11 that the coeffi-
cient of αn−2 in rτ (P) is equal to the number of non-trivial extension steps in τ .
(i) H⇒ (v): we argue by induction on n. The case n ≤ 2 is trivial. Since any subinterval
of a dihedral interval is again dihedral, it is enough to consider the case x = 0, y = 1.
Using Proposition 5.7 (i), we may assume that P = Pm is extended from Pm−1. Then from
Proposition 5.7 (iii), it follows that the extension has to be non-trival, and since all subintervals
of a dihedral interval are again dihedral, it follows that, in the notation of the proof of the
lemma in 6.12, rτ (P) = αPn−1 + Pn−2 = Pn .
(v) H⇒ (iv) H⇒ (iii): trivial.
Finally, the compatibility of this R-function with any extension or compression labelling
on P is obvious from (v) and the recursion formulas for the polynomials Pn (noticing that
a compression of a dihedral interval of length ≥ 3 is necessarily non-trivial, as seen from
Proposition 5.7 (iii)). 2
6.14. Our next goal is to extend the usual recursion formulas for the Kazhdan–Lusztig poly-
nomials to our abstract context. Recall from Remark 6.6 the Hecke algebra H of {1, s}; the
Kazhdan–Lusztig basis of H (for the involution ι defined in 6.6) is given by {c1, cs}, where
c1 = 1 and cs = ts + q−1/2.
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THOEREM. Let P be a eulerian poset, τ a compression labelling on P, and r a formal
R-function on P; assume that r is compatible with τ (Definition 6.5). Consider the A-module
MP and the Kazhdan–Lusztig basis (cy)y∈P as in Section 6.1, and put anH-module structure
on MP as in Remark 6.6. Let y ∈ P be such that sy < y; then
cy = cscsy −
∑
z<sy
sz<z
µ(z, sy)cz (1)
where for x < y we denote by µ(x, y) the coefficient of q−1/2 in p(x, y).
PROOF. The argument is formally the same as in Kazhdan and Lusztig’s original paper [8].
From the equivalent definition of the compatibility of r and τ given in Remark 6.6, it follows
that cscsy ∈ MP is ι-invariant. An easy computation yields.
cscsy =
∑
x≤sy
p(x, sy)tsx + α
∑
x<sy
sx<x
p(x, sy)tx + q−1/2
∑
x≤sy
p(x, sy)tx . (2)
Noticing that when x runs through [0, sy], sx runs through D[0,sy]∪ ([0, y] \ [0, sy]), we may
rewrite the right-hand side of (2) as∑
x∈D[0,sy]
p(sx, sy)tx +
∑
x≤y
xsy
p(sx, sy)tx + q1/2
∑
x<sy
sx<x
p(x, sy)tx + q−1/2
∑
x≤sy
sx>x
p(x, sy)tx . (3)
Now it is clear that this expression is of the form
∑
x≤y a(x, y)tx for suitable elements
a(x, y) ∈ A. The coefficient a(y, y) comes from the second sum in (3) and is equal to
p(sy, sy) = 1. For x < y, the only terms in (3) not in q−1/2Z[q−1/2], if any, appear in
the third sum, where q1/2 p(x, sy) may have a constant term equal to µ(x, sy); subtracting∑
z<sy
sz<z
µ(z, sy)cz will kill these constant terms while preserving ι-invariance, so the right-
hand side of (1) satisfies the conditions defining cy . 2
6.15. COROLLARY 1. If x ≤ y in P and sy < y, we have
p(x, y) =

p(sx, sy) if sx < x , x  sy
p(sx, sy)+ q1/2 p(x, sy)−∑ x≤z<sy
sz<z
µ(z, sy)p(x, z) if sx < x , x ≤ sy
q−1/2 p(x, sy) if sx > x , sx  sy
q−1/2 p(x, sy)+ p(sx, sy)−∑ x≤z<sy
sz<z
µ(z, sy)p(x, z) if sx > x , sx ≤ sy.
(4)
PROOF. This is just a reformulation of (1), where we computed the coefficient of tx on
the right-hand side. Denote this coefficient by b(x, y). The subtracted sum in (1) can only
contribute to b(x, y) if x ≤ sy, in which case the contribution is given by the subtracted sum
in (4). The remaining part of b(x, y) is the coefficient of tx in (3), which was denoted by
a(x, y) in the proof of the theorem. There are four cases to consider:
(a) sx < x , x  sy: then the only contribution to a(x, y) comes from the second sum
in (3), and a(x, y) = p(sx, sy).
(b) sx < x , x ≤ sy: then x ∈ D, so the first and third sums in (3) contribute to a(x, y), and
a(x, y) = p(sx, sy)+ q1/2 p(x, sy).
(c) sx > x , sx  sy: then x ≤ sy and x /∈ D, so the only contribution to a(x, y) comes
from the fourth sum in (3), and a(x, y) = q−1/2 p(x, sy).
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(d) sx > x , sx ≤ sy: then x ∈ D, so the first and the fourth sums in (3) contribute to
a(x, y), and a(x, y) = q−1/2 p(x, sy)+ p(sx, sy). 2
6.16. COROLLARY 2. If x < y in P are such that sy < y, sx > x , we have p(x, y) =
q−1/2 p(sx, y).
PROOF. This follows immediately from formulas (4); for instance if sx ≤ sy, multiplying
the fourth formula by q1/2 on both sides yields the second formula with x and sx exchanged,
if we remark that for sz < z the conditions x ≤ z and sx ≤ z are equivalent (the corollary
in 2.5), and apply induction on l(y)− l(x) to show that q1/2 p(x, z) = p(sx, z). 2
6.17. COROLLARY 3. Let P be an accessible poset, and let τ be a realization of P such
that rτ is defined. Denote by pτ the corresponding Kazhdan–Lusztig function. Then pτ (x, y)
may be computed using the usual recurrence formulas. More precisely, if (P0, . . . , Pm) is the
chain of posets associated with τ , with P = Pm , if s is the compression of P˜m−1 defined by
τm , and if p j is the Kazhdan–Lusztig function on Pj , we have for all x ≤ y ∈ P:
pτ (x, y) =

pm−1(x, y) if y ∈ Pm−1
q−1/2 pτ (sx, y) if sy < y, sx > x
pm−1(sx, sy) if sy < y, sx < x and x  sy
q−1/2 pm−1(x, sy)+ pm−1(sx, sy)−∑
x≤z<sy
sz<z
µ(z, sy)pm−1(x, z) if sy < y, sx < x and x ≤ sy.
It is clear that for any pair (x, y), at least one of these cases will apply, and the theorem ensures
us that if more than one case applies, both yield the same result. 2
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